
Style is all about a polished appearance and 
flawless performance. From its graceful contours 
to its intuitive technology, Siemens Life is 
designed to suit you in every way. Small and 
sleek, yet smart and sophisticated, it not only 
looks elegant, it also performs beautifully. 
Discover better sound, without compromising 
your style.

A fascinating
               viewpoint:

Answers for life.www.siemens.com/hearing

Why miss a decibel 
of “I like your style”?

Siemens Life™.
Sense of hearing  
meets sense of style.

The stylish hearing solution that  
helps you enjoy every decibel of life.  
www.usa.siemens.com/life 

The Bluetooth® word mark and 
logos are owned by the Bluetooth 
SIG, Inc., and any use of such  
marks by Siemens AG is under 
license. Other trademarks and  
trade names are those of their 
respective owners.

Hearing instruments help  
many people hear better, but  
no hearing instrument can solve  
every hearing problem nor  
restore normal hearing.

Information in this brochure  
is subject to change without  
notice. Copyright © 2010  
Siemens Hearing Instruments,  
Inc. All rights reserved.

Local Contact Information
Siemens Hearing Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 1397
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1397
www.usa.siemens.com/hearing

Legal Manufacturer in Canada
Siemens Hearing Instruments
A Division of Siemens Canada 
Limited
320 Pinebush Road,
Cambridge, ON, N1T 1Z6
www.siemens.ca/hearing

Global Siemens Headquarters
Siemens AG
Wittelsbacherplatz 2
80333 Muenchen
Germany

Global Business Unit
Siemens Audiologische Technik
GmbH
Gebberstrasse 125
91058 Erlangen
Germany
Phone: +49 9131 308 0

Global Siemens
Healthcare Headquarters
Siemens AG
Healthcare Sector
Henkestrasse 127
91058 Erlangen
Germany
Phone: +49 9131 84 0
www.siemens.com/healthcare
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Your Audiologist or Hearing Care Provider:



Exactly my stylee:

72 decibbeelsss

Fast
  meets flexible.

With its unique open fitting design, Life 
accommodates even the smallest ear 
canals. Quick, easy, and reliable, it's the 
ultimate ready-to-wear hearing solution.

Be ready in no time.
Why wait to enjoy great hearing? Life's  
open fitting concept means you can be fit  
in the first visit to your Audiologist or  
Hearing Care Professional.

Effortless handling.
The ultra thin LifeTube offers you 
outstanding hearing performance with very 
little maintenance. That’s because it’s easy 
to clean and inexpensive to replace. So you 
have maximum comfort with minimum fuss. 

Freedom 
  meets finesse.

Technology
  meets tomorrow.
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Life is available in 16 colors 
including natural hair and skin 
tones as well as fashion colors.

LifeTube
Ultra thin and 
transparent, the 
inconspicuous 
tubing gently 
hugs your ear 
for the most 
comfortable fit.

Life Tip
Fits comfortably in the 
ear canal and is easy to 
clean and exchange.

Exchangeable housing
If your style preferences change, 
your Hearing Care Professional 
can easily switch Life’s housing.

Push button
Allows you to 
change programs 
and turn your in-
struments on and 
off comfortably.

Battery door 
switch
Turns off the 
instrument  
while holding the 
batteries in place.

Life is part of a new generation of  
instruments from Siemens that are 
equipped with our latest BestSound™ 
Technology innovations. 

SpeechFocus™

Some situations, like driving a car and listening 
to someone talking from the back seat can be 
challenging. SpeechFocus acts like an acoustic 
rear view mirror that works automatically to 
improve your understanding of speech coming 
from behind by up to 40%.

SoundLearning® 2.0
With SoundLearning 2.0, enjoy the freedom 
of a completely automated and individualized 
hearing experience whether you’re listening in 
quiet, in noise, or enjoying music. You’ll have 
less follow-up fittings and the confidence of 
knowing you’re hearing exactly as you prefer, 
no matter where you are. 

FeedbackStopper™

It’s hard to be stylish if your hearing aids 
are whistling. FeedbackStopper predicts 
feedback before it happens and reduces or 
eliminates it fast. Even in the most feedback-
prone situations, you won't worry about 
embarrassing whistling.

Tek® wireless enhancement.
Make phone calls more personal.  
Hear music that sounds more alive.  
Tek connects wirelessly to your  
favorite audio devices through  
a dedicated remote control, 
Tek Connect. 

Invisible 
  meets beautiful.

Life is about your personal style. From its 
imperceptible size and chic design to its 
automatic handling, it is created to suit you.

Available only in small.
If you’re looking for a stylish hearing 
solution, then Life’s small size will fit you 
perfectly. Not only does the instrument hide 
comfortably behind your ear, its ultra-slender 
tube practically disappears. And if someone 
manages to catch a glimpse, its elegant and 
timeless design is sure to please.

No one will notice. Not even you.
With Life, discretion is not just about size,  
but also performance. It automatically adjusts 
to your environment and learns your hearing 
preferences. The result: No manual volume 
or program changes. In case you want to 
have more control, the stylish ePen® and 
ProPocket™ remote controls let you do so 
inconspicuously.

ProPocket™ and ePen® remote controls 
allow you to adjust your Life instruments.

NNoow you see iiit,
          now you don’tt:

   62 decibels


